**NATO Should Enhance Presence in Balkans: Lithuanian President**

VILNIUS - Lithuania’s President and STANH president announced Tuesday that the country is to begin discussions to intensify its presence in the region. The STANH president said that the move is necessary to ensure the stability of the region and that the country is committed to the NATO alliance. He also stressed that the move will have a positive impact on the country’s economic and political stability.

---

**Increased NATO Presence in Black Sea Escalate Tensions: Bulgarian Politician**

SOFIA - An increased military presence in the Black Sea by NATO would lead to an increased risk of confrontation, warned a senior NATO official. The official said that the number of ships and planes deployed in the Black Sea region has increased significantly in recent months, which could lead to an increased risk of confrontation. The official called for a diplomatic solution to the issue.

---

**Int'l Community Should Not Take European Peace for Granted: Guterres**

**UNITED NATIONS** - The international community should not take European peace and prosperity for granted, the United Nations Secretary-General stressed Tuesday. In a speech to the General Assembly, the Secretary-General said that the European Union has made significant progress in recent years, but that the region remains vulnerable to political and economic shocks. He called for continued support for the European Union and its member states.

---

**Oil Prices Rise on High OPEC Compliance with Output Cuts**

NEW YORK - Crude prices rose on Tuesday after the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) and allies announced on Monday that they will continue to comply with their agreement to cut production. The move is seen as a positive signal for the global oil market.

---

**EU Parliamentary Chairs to Meet in Bratislava in April**

BRATISLAVA - The chairs of the EU’s five parliamentary groups will meet in Bratislava in April to discuss the future of the EU and its relations with third countries. The meeting is expected to focus on issues such as migration, security, and the future of the EU.

---

**UNHCR Focuses on Aiding Displaced as Iraqi Offensive Moves to West Mosul**

UNITED NATIONS - The UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) is focusing on the needs of displaced people in West Mosul, where a major military operation is ongoing. The agency is providing humanitarian aid to those affected by the conflict.

---

**Trump Lays Out Tougher Approach to Illegal Immigration**

WASH.: - President Donald Trump on Tuesday laid out a tougher immigration enforcement policy, including the possibility of deporting illegal immigrants who have committed serious crimes.

---

**UN Security Council Pays Presence in Baltics:**

UNITED NATIONS - The UN Security Council paid tribute to the Baltic States on Tuesday, recognizing the importance of the region in the context of European security.

---

**Kremlin Says Not in Talks with U.S. on Timing of Trump Visit**

MOSCOW - Moscow's relations with Washington are not currently at a high point, the Russian President said Monday. The Kremlin said that there have been no discussions with the US on the timing of a potential visit by US President Donald Trump.

---

**EU’s Juncker Warns Britain if “Hefly” Brexit**

BRUSSELS - European Commission President Jean-Claude Juncker on Tuesday warned that Britain must make “credible” proposals for its future relationship with the EU if it wants to avoid a “Hefly” Brexit.

---

**Putin to Further Consider Joining WTO**

KAMCHATKA - Russian President Vladimir Putin on Tuesday said he would further consider the possibility of joining the World Trade Organization (WTO). Putin said that the country has made significant progress in recent years and that joining the WTO would be a positive step.

---

**Turkmenistan to Further Consider Joining WTO**

ASHGABAT - Turkmenistan may further consider joining the WTO, the country's Prime Minister said Tuesday. The Prime Minister said that the government is open to discussions with the WTO and that the country has made significant progress in recent years.

---

**Pak Army Launches ‘Operation Radd-ul-Fasad’ Across the Country**

ISLAMABAD - Pakistan's army launched a new military operation across the country on Tuesday, the army said. The operation, named “Operation Radd-ul-Fasad,” is aimed at fighting terrorism and is part of Pakistan's broader counter-terrorism strategy.

---

**Putin to Visit Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan**

KAMCHATKA - Russian President Vladimir Putin is scheduled to visit Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan on Thursday, his press office announced Monday. The visit is expected to focus on economic and political issues.

---
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**Iron to Stand by Syria Until Ultimate Victory: Rouhani**

TEHRAN - President Hassan Rouhani on Tuesday said that Iran will stand by Syria until ultimate victory. Rouhani said that the country's support for the Syrian people will continue until Syria is free from terrorism.

---

**China, Italy Pledge Stronger Ties**

BEIJING - China and Italy agreed to further cooperation in various fields, including technology and language teaching, during a meeting of the respective countries' leaders.

---
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